
Pinterest Increases Sales & 
Discoverability For Brands

Tapping into the sustainability and ‘90s nostalgia 

trends around February 14, Pepsi launched a social 
media contest where one lucky person can win a 1.53 

carat ring made infused with Crystal Pepsi. Running 
from Valentine’s Day until National Proposal Day on 

March 20, fans can tweet their creative proposal ideas 
to @Pepsi with the hashtags #PepsiProposal and 

#Contest in hopes to say “I do” with the exclusive ring. 
Source: AdAge

Percent of the top 
searches on Pinterest are 
non-branded

You Ask, We Answer

YouTube tests new feature “Applause” for 
fans to donate money to their favorite 
creators, expanding on “Super Chat” 
streamer donation system.

Read more: http://bit.ly/Feb20YouTube

Pinterest rolls out 'Pinterest Lite' globally, 
offering most of the original app features 
but with less data space and faster 
downloading with slower internet.

Read more: http://bit.ly/Feb20Pin

Channel Updates

Snapchat expands ad options for businesses 
with “Swipe up to Call” feature with the goal 
of adding “Calls & Texts” soon in an effort to
feed leads down the funnel.

Read more: http://bit.ly/Feb20Snap

TikTok tests direct website links on profiles 
and shopping links in videos which would 
drive direct traffic from a brand’s TikTok
presence and increase app analytics.

Read more: http://bit.ly/Feb20TikTok
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have made a purchase 
based on content from 
brands on Pinterest
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Facebook launches new app called Hobbi
which is a Pinterest-like app for collecting 
images of hobbies and interests, and sorting 
them into boards to track your progress.

Read more: http://bit.ly/Feb20Hobbi

Linkedin confirmed that LinkedIn Stories 
are coming soon as a way to make a 
connection, have a laugh with a colleague 
or share work events.

Read more: http://bit.ly/Feb20LI

What to know

Do you have a burning social media question for your brand? Let us help! 

Email social@mindstreaminteractive.com and our Social Media expert will get you answers.

Pinterest is launching a Verified Merchant Program to help Pinners discover and buy 
from trustworthy brands. It will allow retailers on the platform to be verified, making 
their products eligible for distribution within Pinterest shopping experiences, 
including Shop the Look Pins and related product carousels, as well as early access 
to their conversion insights tool. Applications have not opened yet, but accounts can 
sign up and be waitlisted. In the meantime, accounts should upload their product 
feed, install the Pinterest Tag, and meet merchant guidelines prior to applying.

Learn more and join the waitlist: http://bit.ly/Feb20WhatToKnow
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